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Sparrow D260
Type: 01
Low weight and pack size. 
Little space required behind
the hive stand. Can be 
quickly dismantled into two
handy parts for transport in
a car.
Can be used on largely level
terrain.

Sparrow D50
Type: 04a
Wheel base with 4 swivel 
castors, the rear castors with 
brakes. 
Use in confined spaces, such as
the bee hive or honey room.

Sparrow D260 Tilt
Type: 00
Small pack size with little 
space requirement behind
the hive stand.
The tilting function allows 
quick and energy-saving 
access to the brood.
Use on largely level 
terrain.
Increased frame stability.

Sparrow D400 Vario
Type: 03a
Large wheels for use in rough 
terrain. Height-adjustable 
support forks for use with hive 
stands on sloping sites. 
Support during lifting instead 
of on the ground, on the hive 
stand. Easy access to the 
brood.

Mobile devices to support heavy lifting and transport work in the apiary
Our mechanically operated lifting devices can be telescoped in the lifting height and equipped with different grippers.

For lifting and transporting individual frames or entire hives at the apiary or heavy honey containers in the honey room.

For common magazine hives also without wooden or plastic handles. For stainless steel containers up to 50kg or plastic buckets with 25kg - 40kg.

-All components and gripper types such as wheel bases, scissors, tongs, container and telescopic grippers can be combined as required.

Sparrow D400
Type: 02
Large wheels for use in 
rough terrain.
Low weight and packing 
dimensions. Can be 
quickly dismantled into 
two handy portable 
parts for transport in a 
car.

Sparrow D400 Tilt
Type: 03
Large wheels for use in 
rough terrain. 
The tilt function, grants
quick and energy-
saving access to the 
brood. Increased frame
stability.
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